
APPENDIX F. TRANSCRIPT RATES

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

In the Matter of
Transcript Rates of ORDER
Official Court Reporters

It is on this 4  day of May, 2011,th

ORDERED that the following rates be and hereby are established for transcripts furnished by the Official Court

Reporters:

Each Add'l

First Copy to Copy to the

Original Each Party Same Party

Ordinary Transcript $3.65 $.90 $.60

A transcript to be delivered within

30 calendar days after receipt of order.

14-Day Transcript 4.25 .90 .60

A transcript to be delivered within

14 calendar days after receipt of order.

Expedited Transcript 4.85 .90 .60

A transcript to be delivered within

7 calendar days after receipt of order.

Daily Transcript 6.05 1.20 .90

A transcript to be delivered following adjournment

and prior to the normal opening hour of the Court

on the following morning whether or not it actually

be a court day.

Hourly Transcript 7.25 1.20 .90

A transcript of proceedings ordered under unusual

circumstances to be delivered within two hours.

 Realtime Transcript One *feed, 3.05 per page; two-to-four feeds,

A draft unedited transcript produced $2.10 per page; five or more feeds, $1.50 per page.

by a certified realtime reporter as a byproduct (*A realtime “feed” is the electronic data flow from the

of realtime to be delivered electronically during court reporter to the computer of each person or party ordering

proceedings or immediately following adjournment. and receiving the realtime transcription in the courtroom)

It is the policy of this Court that in all cases in which a transcript is required for APPELLATE REVIEW and is

ordered from a court reporter, in the absence of good cause supported by an affidavit, the transcript must be completed and

filed with the Clerk of the District Court no more than forth-five (45) days from the date on which any deposit or

prepayment required by the reporter was satisfied.  The fee charged by court reporters for the appellate transcript shall be

reduced by ten (10) percent if it is filed more than forty-five (45) days after financial arrangements have been settled and, if

the transcript is outstanding more than sixty (60) days, the reporter shall be entitled to collect only eighty (80) percent of the

original fee.

It is FURTHER ORDERED these amendments are effective this date.

FOR THE COURT:

GARRETT E. BROWN, JR.
Chief Judge


